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The twin Van Allen Probe spacecraft launched in August 2012 includes the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument
Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) Wave instrument that simultaneously measures three orthogonal components of the wave magnetic field and, with the support of the Electric Fields and Waves (EFW) instrument sensors,
three components of the wave electric field at two locations in Earth’s magnetosphere. Measuring all six wave
components simultaneously allows the wave propagation parameters, such as the wave normal angle and Poynting
vector, of the plasma wave emissions to be obtained. The orbit of the spacecraft are designed such that they "lap"
each other roughly every 69 days, allowing observations over a range of spacecraft separations, with the closest
separations on the order of 100 km. Simultaneous measurements at a range of distances between the two spacecraft provide an opportunity to investigate the scale, size and propagation characteristics of a number of plasma
wave emissions associated with the Van Allen radiation belts, including whistler mode chorus. We examine these
characteristics of the emissions detected by both spacecraft during separation distance of < 1000 km. Very similar
small scale chorus wave packets were detected by both spacecraft when separation distances were the smallest. The
similarities and differences detected by both spacecraft and their relation to separation distances will be discussed.

